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FutureWe Framework OPTIONS PACK

We know the speed of change plus transition to a fully digital and automated future is creating a unique 
challenge for everyone, wether they are 6 or 76. With predictions in the 14-70% range for how many of today’s 
jobs will be impacted, specific planning for such a future is impossible - unless learners, workers and leaders 

have the skills to adjust no matter what comes. In short, we have designed the FutureWe framework with input 
from 120+ global experts to be a 4th industrial revolution-proof way to address this by:  

1. Making intangible soft skills tangible, 2. Mapping progress, 3. Guiding improvement, and  
4. Showcasing or reporting on how ready we are.

OVERVIEW:

Partners: University of Sunshine Coast Engage Lab, BOP Industries, Pr Stephen Heppell, Mindhive, CUE, Agile Direct, QASSP, 
Decida, Space Nation, Mars Society, Empatico, Teach the Future, ShapingEDU Arizona State University, iDesignX, GroupMap
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4. Future Ready 101 Training 1hr $499, 3hrs $899
Let us take your team or cohort through a customised workshop that leads to them 
being ready to invent their own solutions and futures. Interactive activities mapped 
to the framework leave all participants with a divergent, hopeful mindset and new-
found techniques for planning and thriving. Includes a guided framework mapping 
experience and guided unpacking of PDF report. See P3 for more info. 
• Ask about upcoming online version.

FutureWe Framework

Need to boost your team or cohorts performance with soft/ enterprise skills and future-
proof literacies? You can benefit from these Framework engagement options:

ENGAGEMENT OPTIONS

2. FutureWe ‘Seal of Approval’ A$99*
Engage with FutureWe directors Jonathan and Nick directly to have your 
team, product or service mapped to the framework. We will - A. Map your 
strengths, and B. Supply you a level 1 certificate to promote how excellent 
your product or service is at boosting job-success and solution-inventing.  
*Launch special - regular $199

3. Private white label Mapping tool A$399
To fully map and track your team, clients or project, and gain full control over the responses, we can 
work with you to deploy a private instance of the Framework mapping tool. Individual response data 
would be private to you for 100 surveys a month (unlimited option is A$70/year). Includes ‘Seal of 
Approval’ certificate and invite to list your service at BeFutureReady.co (currently in beta).

4. Face to face training, customised framework mapping 
+ Seal of Approval level 2 A$2.5K
Allow us to personally map your team, clients or product and to report in detail on what you should be 
celebrating and improving on. This leads to official FutureWe ‘Seal of Approval' level 2 status that 
shows your organisation is future ready. You’ll get the best return for your investment by being able to 
promote your certified skills to your clients, and track your team over time.  
• Includes: 8 hrs contact time (at least 2/3 face to face), Seal of Approval patches, white label version   
   of mapping tool, and Future Ready 101 1hr training  • Will include AI ‘guide-bot’ tool in future  
• ALSO ask about add-on option to licence framework training as part of your program $1K per year

1. Free Mapping tool - bit.ly/future-mapping
Follow the instructions at our mapping tool and each participant will receive a free PDF 
report mapping their progress against the framework - use these to start the discuss-
ions your team or organisation needs to have AND help you tell your story of progress.  
• Also download the free Student Starter Edition version at FutureWe.org/framework

http://FutureWe.org/framework
http://BeFutureReady.co
http://bit.ly/future-mapping
http://FutureWe.org/framework
http://bit.ly/future-mapping
http://BeFutureReady.co
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  1 OR 3 HOUR IMMERSIVE WORKSHOP 

SCENARIO 2035. 30-70% of jobs have been impacted by robotics and AI. Apps write their 
own code. Humans are an inter-planetary species. Bio-tech is regularly implanted at birth. 
Universal Basic Income has replaced need for ‘work’ to define life. But how can Education 
start preparing to learners stand out and thrive through these changes? 

This interactive workshop is a fun but serious big picture thinking experience which 
launches participants towards having a future-ready mindset. It gives the boost needed with 
thinking ahead, and with creativity, curiosity, play, teamwork and collaboration (as mapped 
to the Future Readiness framework) so students are ready to to be more enterprising both 
at study and in their future beyond. 

Attendees will - 1. Map their progress so far against the FutureWe Readiness Framework,       
2. Receive a detailed PDF report, 3. Write a letter to their future selves, 4. Plot their future 
hopes against a Futures Map index, and more - all so they can begin to unpack how these 
make them a stronger learner. 

OUTCOMES: Attendees leave with a new grasp of:  
A. What current tech developments mean for their life and work,  
B. How to track their progress in being future-proof, and  
C. Practical techniques for growing the creative, collaborative mindset to set them and your 
organisation apart. 

• Blends Futures Thinking with technology, Agile group planning, Process Drama and more 
to immerse participants in a way that launches them to a deeper understanding of their 
own skills and positive ways to prepare to thrive.  
More FutureWe.org/framework  

PLUS: Your org gets option for a preliminary  ‘Seal of Approval’ certificate that promotes 
how you support future-proof skills, access to ‘A3 Model’ eBook and invite to global 
FutureWe community.

Jonathan Nalder 
and Nick Burnett > 
combined 40 years 

in training 

FUTURE READY 101 
Showing your teams and cohorts the WHAT and HOW of 
thriving and optimising their work, career or study prospects 
as new technology transforms society.  

http://www.FutureWe.org/framework
http://www.FutureWe.org/framework
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 1 HR x 3 COHORTS, OR 1 COHORT X 3-4 HRS (30ppl)  A$920 ex GST 
 CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING MINI-MISSION  

 SCENARIO 2050. The Mars colony was so busy planning for survival, they forgot the next   
 step. That’s where you come in to help solve ‘What would Mars need first to be a community   
 that thrives not just survives?’, And how can creative problem solving, collaboration skills &   
 new tech help the colony AND classroom success back on Earth?  

 - Request a copy of First on Mars Playbook to learn more 

 OUTCOMES: Teams, cohorts and/or leaders leave with a deeper understanding of  
 A. Techniques to inspire Creativity/ Curiosity (level 1), and Collaboration/ Leadership (level 2),  
 B. how both link to their place and that of their organisation in an automated future, and  
 C. Leaders: How to begin applying this in training and workplaces to support clients today 

• Blends tech like VR, AR and apps with role-play, Agile Practice group planning, real space 
objects and more to immerse students and teachers in a way that launches them to a deeper 
understanding of their own practice. 

• Can be focused on your choice of: Leadership, Creativity, Entrepreneur skills, Sustainability, 
Marketing, etc 

 PLUS GET: We customise the program with you, cloth Mission patches, ’Launch Site’ status,   
 flyer and video for promotions, access to official ‘Playbook’ (retails for $39), followup video   
 chat, and links to space and innovation projects.  
  

 *2 DAY MISSION: 2 days, or equivalent spread over longer. $3400 ex GST 
 Covers all 5 levels of framework, including project development and storytelling. Also: Skype   
 with Mars expert, exclusive videos, Minecraft and AR/VR CoSpaces design session, printed   
 Mars ‘selfies’, and option to grow space seeds that have been to International Space Station. 

FIRST ON MARS
Immersing teams, cohorts, trainers and leaders in a unique challenge 
that sees them mastering new tech and creative problem solving so 
they can thrive whatever future challenges come their way.

BONUS OPTION


